How To Change The World
Now, Quickly, Peacefully
The Answer To World Peace
And The Greatest Individual Freedom

The Answer:
self-empathy => individual freedom
=> empathy => cooperative & collaborative + genuine human drives
=> free, peaceful, thriving communities.
The Obstacles:
ownership => inequality
=> means of exchange => "earn or starve" & false human drives
=> power, manipulation, control
=> leadership over others => social disparity
=> excessive competition => anti-empathy.
How to make the change:
Step 1. Stop using money, all together now.
Step 2. Build self-empathy
Step 3. Interconnect with your community
Step 4. B.E. R.A.D.I.C.A.L.
Behavior Empathic (not excessive competition)
"Resources are the common heritage of all life" (not ownership)
Access (not means of exchange), Distributed production (not centralized)
In sync with nature (not control over nature), Connected (not isolated)
Autonomy [leadership over self, individual freedom] (not leadership over others)
Live and let live (not "earn or starve").
When enough people, a critical mass (16%-18%) of the population,
stop using money and any means of exchange, all at once, this will start a chain reaction
where the few will no longer have the means to pay to enforce the continuation of the obstacles.

What to do right now:
• Build on your local food life-cycle on multiple layers.
• Spread the word to get critical mass.
Food life-cycle (soil to plate to soil): from organic soil, grow food, collect seeds, recycle food waste
back to soil, grow food.
Multiple layers: at home, apartment, terrace, rooftop, yard, garden, community garden, lots,
greenhouses, vertical farms, stack farming, local farms, regional farms.
Genuine human drives: individual freedom, purpose, abilities, curiosity, challenge, boredom, needs.
False human drives: greed, hoarding, monetary and material incentives, laziness,
self is separate from others, ego (self-importance over others).
For details, see

EmpathicWorld.net
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